Questionnaire
Access to Justice for the Right to Housing

1. Are the following components of the right to housing subject to hearings and effective remedies before courts and/or tribunals in your country? If yes, please explain which law provides this protection, who has standing to bring claims forward and what court or tribunal adjudicates the claim. Provide an example of a leading case and explain briefly how this may have advanced protection of the right to housing.

- Non-discrimination (including accommodation of disabilities) Yes/No
- Security of tenure (including prohibition of eviction without appropriate alternative housing) Yes/No
- Adequacy standards (habitability, access to water, sanitation, services, health and safety etc.) Yes/No
- Non-retrogression (review of effect on right to housing of program cuts, removal of legal protections or austerity measures) Yes/No
- Progressive Realization – (obligation to take reasonable measures, establish and meet goals and timelines, prioritize the most disadvantaged, allocate maximum available resources, etc.) Yes/No

2. What measures have been taken or are planned to improve access to justice for the right to housing? Please include, where applicable, measures relating to i) education of lawyers, advocates and potential rights claimants; ii) barriers facing women and other groups; iii) access to legal representation; iv) making hearings and other procedures more accessible and less intimidating or costly; v) more effectively addressing systemic issues; and vi) ensuring implementation of remedial orders.

3. Please identify where responsibility lies for education and training of judges and administrative decision-makers regarding their international human rights obligations. What measures have been taken to ensure that domestic law is interpreted as far as possible to provide for effective remedies for the right to housing?

4. Are you aware of examples in your country of community-based initiatives to provide hearings and remedies for the right to housing outside of formal court or tribunal processes? How have they been supported and how effective have they been? Do these operate at the national or subnational level, and do decisions create precedents that can be relied upon by others?

5. What role does your National Human Rights Institution play in ensuring access to justice for the right to housing? Are there other human rights bodies that play a role in this respect, such as an ombudsperson?

The report will be presented to the 40th session of the Human Rights Council in March 2019. The Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing welcomes responses and submissions.
of relevant reports or studies by 17 November 2018. Submissions can be sent to srhousing@ohchr.org (cc: registry@ohchr.org).

In order to facilitate processing of the information, submissions in English, French or Spanish are appreciated. If not requested otherwise, responses and submissions received will be published on the website of the Special Rapporteur.